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For statistical experiments dual pairs of Riesz spaces are introduced which are 
related to spaces defined by Pitcher in connection with compact experiments. 
Likewise there are relations to enlargements of LeCam’s M-space defined by 
Torgersen in a study on complete sufftcient statistics and uniformly minimum 
variance unbiased estimators. In this framework completeness, (pairwise) suf- 
ficiency, and compactness are investigated. The results are applicable to non- 
dominated experiments, for example, to show minimal sufliciency and completeness 
of permutation invariant sub-u-algebras. The relation to Le Cam’s L- and M-spaces 
is indicated. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Usually, a nonempty family (P,, 8 E 8) of probability measures defined 
on a measurable space (Sz, d) is called a statistical experiment. For 
problems to be studied in the present paper, only the corresponding set of 
probability measures is of importance. Therefore, in the following a triplet 
(0, &, 9) is called an experiment, where 9 is a set of probability measures 
on (a, ~2). For such an experiment and 1 <p < cc Pitcher [20] defines a 
Banach space E,(sZ, s&‘, 9) of equivalence classes of measurable functions 
and a linear space of measures 6”,(Q, d, 9). The experiment is called com- 
pact if the unit ball of E,(s2, d, 9) is compact with respect to the weak 
topology o(E,(sZ, &, gP), &“,(a, &, 9)). In this paper we shall introduce for 
1 <p < co and l/p + l/q = 1 a dual pair of Riesz spaces gq(&‘) and p(d). 
Roughly speaking, E,(IR, d, 9) c Fp(d) and Jp(s2, d, 9) = gq(&). Fp(d) 
can be identified with an enlargement, IV,,, of Le Cam’s M-space defined by 
Torgersen [26, p. 1421. Moreover, we shall define families of “compatible” 
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sub-a-algebras (do, u E Y) which are related to pairwise sufficient sub-a- 
algebras (V denotes the set of all finite sums of elements from 9). To these 
families there correspond dual pairs of Riesz subspaces J”‘((dU)) c Fp(d) 
and bq((~$,)) c gq(&). 
It seems to us that this setup is a very natural one for studying complete- 
ness, (pairwise) sufficiency, and compactness. Some known results on the 
existence of minimal (pairwise) sufficient sub-a-algebras follow easily from 
the fact that for each experiment there is a minimal compatible family of 
sub-a-algebras. Especially for a rather general family 9 of product 
measures we can prove by these methods minimal sufficiency of the 
permutation invariant sub-a-algebra; its completeness follows by duality 
arguments. For arbitrary experiments, criteria’ for pairwise sufficiency of 
Neyman, Le Cam, Morse and Sacksteder, and Pfanzagl are studied from a 
unifying point of view. Beside some new topological characterizations of 
compact experiments an order theoretical one is given. 
We also consider the relations to Le Cam’s [lo] L- and M-spaces: The 
L-space is a completion of S’(d) and the M-space is a solid subspace of 
FOD(&‘). The M-space is an abstract substitute for bounded measurable 
functions. Likewise Fp(d) is an abstract substitute for measurable func- 
tions which are in Zp(Q) for all Q E 9 (see also Torgersen [26]). 
Some notation: Suppose 9Y is a nonempty set of finite measures on 
(Q, &), Y and 9? are sub-a-algebras of d, and A, BE d. The meaning of 
A=B[W”] is l,=l,, w-a.e. for all w E -ly-. We write Sp c .93[7V] if for 
each SEY there is a BES? with S=B[W]. Y=W[@+] is equivalent to 
Y c &‘[-ly-] and W c 9’pC%‘J. If Y’+‘- is a one-point set {u}, the symbol [?Y] 
is replaced by [u]. 
1. COMPATIBLE FAMILIES OF SUB-Q-ALGEBRAS 
Suppose (a, -c4,9’) is a statistical experiment. Let V be the set of all 
finite (non-empty) sums of elements from 9, and let N(u) denote the set of 
all u-null sets from d, u E Y. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A family (a,, u E Ilr) of sub-&algebras of ~-4 is called 
compatible if the following assertions hold for all U, u E Y with u < u. 
(i) N(u) c J&. 
(ii) J$ c dU. 
(iii) 1” du/du is s9,-measurable for all A E .J&. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We say that a family (J&, u E Y) of sub-a-algebras of 
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d is generated by a sub-o-algebra X of d if the smallest sub-o-algebra 
which contains A’” and N(u) is equal to SQ, for all u E V. 
Definition 1.1 is related to pairwise sufficiency because, by (iii), each J$, 
is sufficient for {P E .!7 : P 6 u >. Instead of (.&,, u E Y) we shall write, for 
short, (&,). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (c&) be a family of sub-a-algebras of d which is 
generated by X cd. Then X is pairwise sufficient for 9 iff (&“) is com- 
patible. 
Proof The “if’ part. Since A$ is suflicient for (P E 9 : P G u}, X is also 
sufficient for this subset of 9. 
The “only if’ part. X is also sufficient for {P E 9 : P < u} for each u E V. 
Hence .&” is sufficient for {P E 9 : P < u}, and therefore du/du is J&- 
measurable for all u, u E V with u < u. If u, u E Y, u < u, and A E J&, then 
1, = 1, u-a.e. for some KE X. This implies l,du/du = 1 ,du/dv u-a.e., and 
hence l.l(iii). 
The next proposition shows that each compatible family (&‘“) is 
generated by a sub-a-algebra if %supports exist. If w is a finite measure on 
d, then T, E d is called g-support of w if w(T,) = w(Q) and 
P( . n T,) e w for all P E 9. There is a 8-support for every P E 9 iff there 
is a measure p on d such that every PE 9 has a density with respect to 
p (Diepenbrock [2], Ghosh, Morimoto, and Yamada [S, Remark 1.11). 
Experiments with this property are called majorized (Siebert [24]; see also 
Luschgy and Mussmann [13]). For finite measures u, u on s$ we define 
rr,u = sup,(u A nu), which is the u absolutely continuous part of u. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (a) If every P E 9’ has a 8-support, then every u E V” 
has a Y-support T,. 
(b) Suppose that (~4”) is compatible and that for every P E 9 there is 
a Y-support Tr. Then a sub-a-algebra X which generates (dV) is given by 
X={K:KE&, KnT,ExZ,forallvEV}. 
(c) Suppose P E 9 and S, E d. Thqr S, = (dz, Pjdv > O> [v] for all 
u E V if and only tf S, is a 9Qupport of P. 
Proof. (a) If 0 = P, + ... + P, with Pin 9, then we can put 
T,= U1=1 T,,. 
(b) Obviously, X is a o-algebra and X c z& for all u E V. It remains 
to prove that &,,. is contained in the sub-a-algebra generated by X and 
N(w) for all w E V. Suppose w, v E -Y- and A E z?~. It suffices to show that 
AnT,nT,E&‘“. Put A=v+w. Then AnT,V=An(dw/dA>O}[A]. By 
1.1, the right-hand side is a set from Sa,c&,. 
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(c) The “only if’ part. Clearly P( S,) = 1. If Q E 9 and u = P + Q, 
then S, = (dP/du > 0} [u]. Hence Q( . n S,) + P. 
The “if part. Put I=v+ P. Then Sp= (dP/dA>O} [A] and 
{dx,P/du>O} = {dP/d;l>O} n (du/d;l>O} = (dP/dl>O} [u]. 
Remark 1.5. Suppose (z&) is generated by X, and X,. Obviously, we 
have X, = X2 [u] for all u E -Y-. If Xi and X, are sufficient for 8, we obtain 
& = X,[.9]. This follows, since 1 K = E,( 1 K ) do) = E( 1 K 1 X1) u-a.e. for all 
KE 4 and v E Y. (E,( l,I &) denotes the conditional expectation of 1, 
with respect to JX$ and (l/u(f2)) u, and E(l,j X1) is a version of-the condi- 
tional expectation of 1, with respect to X2 and each PE 9.) If 9 is the set 
of all Dirac measures on the power set d of the real line and J& = &’ for 
all UE “tr, then (J&) is generated by every sub-a-algebra of d which 
contains the one-point sets. 
Compatible families of sub-o-algebras can be characterized by certain 
subsets of measures which contain 9. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (a) Suppose 9 c 9 and S is a subset of all finite 
measures Q on & with Q < u for some u E Y. Let %‘” denote the smallest sub- 
o-algebra which contains N(u) and for which d?r,Qfdu is measurable for all 
QE~. Then (v/,) is compatible. 
(b) If (~4”) is compatible, then there is a d and (WU) as in (a) such that 
&“=‘ik;for all uEV. 
Proof: (a) holds, since dn,Q/du = dx,Q/du du/du u-a.e. and 
dn"Qldv ljc,u,m,j = dx,Qfdu du/du v-a.e. for all u, u E -Y with u < u. 
(b) Let 9 be the set of all measures Q of the type Q =fw, where 
w E V and f is a bounded z&-measurable function. Obviously, dV c %‘” for 
all u E -tr. If f is a bounded dw-measurable function, u, w, A E V, and u, 
w < A, then dn,(fw)/du = (dw/dA)(du/dll)-’ f 1 ldv,dA,,-,l u-a.e. From 1.1 we 
obtain that the right-hand side is an &“-measurable function. Hence 
%&cd, for all VEY. 
Remark 1.3. Let && denote the smallest sub-a-algebra which contains 
N(u) and for which dx,P/du is measurable. for all PEP. By 1.6, (go) is 
compatible and if (J&) is compatible, then 98” c &n for all u E -Y-. (&?“) is an 
abstract substitute for a minimal pairwise sufficient sub-o-algebra (in the 
sense of Siebert [24]): If (9”) is generated by a sub-a-algebra &, then for 
every pairwise sufhcient sub-o-algebra X we have JZ c X[u] for all v E V” 
(see 1.3). We conclude that (9”) is not generated by a sub-a-algebra if the 
experiment does not admit a minimal pairwise sufficient sub-a-algebra (see 
Luschgy [12], Siebert [24], and Ghosh, Morimoto, and Yamada [S]). If 
(99”) is generated by A? and .A? is suficient, then for every sufficient sub-cr- 
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algebra Y we have A’ c Y [S]. This follows, since g,c Y [u] and 
lM=E,(fM(Y)=E(lM(Y) v-a.e. for all MEA and UEY. 
Now we shall consider a product experiment (Sz, &, 9): G=a;, 
d = a;, and 9 = (Q”: Q E S?}, where 22 is a set of probability measures on 
(a,, &r ). We shall apply the above results to prove under suitable assump- 
tions the minimal sufficiency of the sub-a-algebra Y c AI of all permutation 
invariant d-measurable sets. First we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose A,, . . . . A, E &, and Q, , . . . . Qt E 9. 
(a) Put u=Q;+ . . . + Q;. Then the following densities can be chosen 
such that for all (x1, . . . . x,) E St we obtain 
i d( j$l Qm(-nAi))n/d~ (XIV ***T XnIcje, ( jil lAi(XjJ). 
m=l 
(b) Let 9 denote the class of all nonempty subsets of { 1, . . . . k}. 
For each FEN, let h4, be the set of all mappings from (1, . . . . n) onto F. 
Then for each GE 9 the function given by CIEMG (nT= 1 1 ,+,,(xj)), 
is a linear combination of the functions given by 
~~:,~~~~~?~,(xj)), FE 9 and (x,, . . . . x,) E 52. 
Proof (a) holds since for m = 1, . . . . 1 we have 
d i QA*nAi) ” >i’ . 
Wx,, . . . . x,,) 
i=l 
(b) can be proved by induction on k using the equation 
,Ijl ( 5 l-dn,)) 
i=l 
= C C ( fi 1,4,,,,(xj)), txl 9 *..3 Xn)E 12. 
F‘eF ~EMF j=l 
PROWSITION 1.9. Suppose there are classes of sets ~8 c Q c Sg such that 
Z is closed with respect to intersection, each set from B is a countable dis- 
joint union of sets from Z, and B is an algebra generating ~2,. Suppose that 
forQ~~andH,,...,H,~~withHHinHj=~orH,=Hjforafl1~i,j~k 
a multiple of the measure Cr=, Q( . n Hi) belongs to 9 (if it is different from 
zero). Then 9’ is minimal sufficient for 9 and 9’ = 9” [u] for all v E V. 
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ProoJ Because of 1.7, it sullices to prove Y =L&[u] for each v E Y. 
Since each PE B is permutation invariant, we get L4?” c L?‘[v]. It remains to 
prove Sp c L?+?” for each v E V. We use the equation E(f I 9)(x1, . . . . x,) = 
(l/n!) Crpf(X,(l)? ***7 X,(n) 9 ) where the summation is over all permutations cp 
and f is a bounded &-measurable function. If v E V, SE Y, and E > 0, then 
there is an f=Cf_, le,,x . . . xBi,, B,E~, with JIls-E(f /y”)l do<&. 
Furthermore, if B, , . . . . B,E 9, then there is a countable disjoint family 
(Hi, ie I) in %’ and J,,, c I for 1< m < n such that 8, = cjsJ, Hi. Here we 
used that 2 is closed with respect to intersection. Hence 
1 B,x xB,= c 1 H,, x ... x H,. 
11 E JI. . . ..j.,E J. 
These facts show that it is enough to prove the a”-measurability 
of E(1 H,x . x~.iy4p), w ere h for all l<i,j<k we have HinHj=@ 
or Hi = Hi. Replace A i, . . . . Ak in 1.8 by H,, . . . . H,. We have 
n! E(lH,x xHnl~4p)(~1, -., x,)=C~~M~,,...,~) CflJ’=l ~,,,,(Xj)h and by 1.8 
and the assumptions on Pz, the function on the right-hand side belongs to 
the linear space generated by densities of the type dP/dv, P E 9. Hence it 
is &4”-measurable. 
EXAMPLE 1.10. In the following well-known situations the assumptions 
of 1.9 hold (cf. Heyer [8, p* 135&l): (a) $ is the set of all non-atomic prob- 
ability mesures on the Bore1 sets of the real line. (This 2 is not compact in 
the sense of Pitcher [20] (cf. Rao and Yamada [21]).) (b) 2 is the set of 
all probability measures which are finite linear combinations of Dirac 
measures on the Bore1 sets (or the power set) of the real line. (c) 2 is the 
set of all probability measures which have densities with respect to a fixed 
measure p. 
If each Q EJ is nonatomic, we get the following proposition, which is 
related to a result of Fraser [3], see also Heyer [S, Theorem 18.51. In our 
proof, domination is not needed. 
PROWSITION 1.11. Suppose X and $9 are given as in 1.9. Suppose that 
each Q E 22 is nonatomic and assume that for all Q E 22 and pairwise disjoint 
sets, H, , . . . . Hk E &, a mu/tip/e of the measure Cl”=, Q( . n Hi) belongs to 22 
(if it is dyferent from zero). Then Y is minimal sufficient for 9’ and 
~c93~[v] for all vEV. 
Proox As in the proof of 1.9 it suffices to show Y t aU for each v E Y. 
Suppose v = Q; + ... +Q; and w=Ql+ . . . +Ql. Then v<lw” and w is 
nonatomic. As in Fraser [3, p. 44 J or Heyer [S, Proof of Theorem 18.5 J we 
can find, for each 6 > 0, a partition S,, . . . . S,,, E B of 1;2, and define, for all 
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ldi<jdnand l<k<m,cylindersets Tijk=A,x . . . xA,with Ai=Aj= 
Sk and Ah = 0, for each h different from i and j such that the union 
Ed=UT=I Ul<r-cj<n T, has w”-measure smaller than 6. 
As in the proof of 1.9 we consider for B1 , . . . . B, E 3 a representation 
1 Blx xB.=CjlsJ1,..., j.cJn 1 H,, X x “/,, where we may assume without loss of 
generality that for each Hi there is a Sk with Hi c Sk. Let f c J1 x . . . x J, 
be the subset of all (jr, . . . . j,) for which the sets H,,, . . . . Hjn are pairwise dis- 
joint. If (jr, . . ..j.) E Jr x . . . x J, and Hi, x +. . x Hjn n (E6)C # 0, then 
Hi,, . . . . Hj, are pairwise disjoint because of the above assumptions on 
(Hi, iEI). Hence ~j~~~~,.._, jncJn I”,,. xH/,’ l(Ea)c<c(j, ,.,,. jn)eT lH, x x~,n 
and C(jl. . . ..j.) e r wn(HjI x ... x Hjn) > w”(B, x . . . x B,) - 6. The last 
inequality may be rewritten as 
II 
1 B,x xB.- c 1 H,, x x H,, dw” < 6. 
(il, . . ..h) E r 
These facts show that it is enough to prove the a”:-measurability of 
Et1 Hlx xH.19) if HI, . . . . H, E Z are pairwise disjoint. The rest of the 
proof follows by an application of 1.8 in the same manner as at the end of 
the proof of 1.9. 
We point out that in 1.9 and 1.11 we have shown minimal sufficiency of 
the permutation invariant sub-o-algebra without using completeness. In 
Section 3 completeness is proved by duality arguments. 
2. DUALITY 
We introduce projective and inductive limits of spaces Lp(dU, u), u E V 
and 1 <p d co, where (J&) is a compatible family of sub-a-algebras. These 
spaces are related to Pitcher’s [20] E,(Q, &,Y) and <,(a, d, 9) and 
Torgersen’s [26] Mp. In the framework of Le Cam’s [lo] L- and M- 
spaces, projective and injective limits can be found in Siebert [24] and 
Martin, Petit, and Petit-Littage [ 141. 
Suppose U, u E Y and u < u. Let N(u) denote the set of all &‘-measurable 
functions f with u(f#Oj = 0. The map Jp from Lp(a$, u) to Lp(s$, u) 
is defined by Jp(f+ N(u)) =f du/du + N(u), f E gp(dU, u). And the 
map Qp from Lp(&, a) to Lp(du, U) is defined by @“(g+N(u))= 
g + N(U), g E sP(&, u). In the following we shall not always distinguish 
between da-measurable functions and u-equivalence classes thereof; for 
example, we shall write (f,, UE V) instead of (f, + N(u), UE Y) when 
fvc Yp(&, u) for all ~JE Y. 
The next lemma is not new and its proof is straightforward. With respect 
to the theory of Riesz spaces (vector lattices) we use the same terminology 
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as Fremlin [4] or Schaefer [23]. If l/p+ l/q= 1, the topology 
o(LP(&, v), L4(&‘“, a)) on Lp(&“, u) is defined by means of the seminorms 
f+J 1 f 1 gdu, wherefELP(dO, u) and gELq(&“, u)+. 
.LEMMA 2.1. Suppose l<p<co, l/p+l/q=l, u,v~“I/‘, andudv. Then 
the following assertions hold: 
(a) Jp and Op are continuous with respect to the norm-topologies on 
ip(dU, u) and Lp(&“, v). 
’ (b) Jp and Qp are order-continuous Riesz homomorphisms. 
(c) Jp and Gq are adjoint to each other: 
[ Jp(f)gd~=[f@q(dd~ for all f E Lp(dU, u) 
and g E Lq(&“, v). 
(d) Jp and Qp are continuous with respect to the topologies 
4Lp(4, u), Lq(=4,, ~1) and o(Lp(4, v), Lq(4, ~1). 
In order to express the dependence on u and u, we shall write Jf,, and @fv 
instead of Jp and ap, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (a) We denote by Fp((&,)) the subspace of 
I-I WE 7’ LP(&, w) of all elements (x,, WE Y) with the property 
@~&xU)=xU for all u<v (u, 0EY). If z&=& for all VEV, we put 
P(d) = P((dv)). 
(b) If Xc d is a sub-a-algebra, let EJ’(X) be the set of all 
(f + A’-(v), DE Y), where f is X-measurable and supQEB 11 f Ijp,e < co. 
(11 f Ilp, o denotes the Lp-norm with respect to Q.) 
Pitcher’s [20] space E,(sZ, d, 9) can be identified with BP(&), and 
Torgersen’s [26, p. 1421 space A4, with Fp(&) (the elements of FP(d) are 
essentially the same as Torgersen’s [26] finitely coherent families which are 
elements of M,). Obviously Ep(d) c F*(d), and Fp((-(il’,)) is the projective 
limit of the spaces Lp(x&, u) and mappings 0;“. If (f,, u~^tr)~FP((d~)), 
we shall write, for short, (f,). Now we shall see that the inductive limit of 
the spaces Lp(dU, u) and mappings J& can be represented as a subspace of 
ca(xf), the space of all bounded signed measures on d. This subspace is 
Pitcher’s space gq(52, &, S) if dU = d for all u E Y. We put MP(&“, v) = 
{u E ca(&): u 4 v, du/du E Lp(&“, u)>, v E Y. Clearly, there is an order- 
continuous Riesz isomorphism T: between MP(&“, v) and LP(J;4,, v): 
Tf(w)=dw/dv+N(v) for all WEMP(J&,U). If U, voV and z(<v, let ZzU 
denote the inclusion from Mp(dU, u) into Mp(dU, v). We get J!U Tf: = T;Z;,, 
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u < u. Therefore the inductive limit of the spaces Lp(du, u) and mappings 
Jtu is (algebraically) isomorphic to the inductive limit of the spaces 
MP(du, u) and mappings ZEu; the latter space can be represented as 
Uu6+. Mp(d,, u) c ca(s8) (cf. Kiithe [9, Section 19, Part 2, p. 220). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Ip((do))= IJ,, $- MP(&, u). If z& = & for all UE V, 
we put ap(&) = bp((r;S)). 
We introduce some topologies on Fp((&“)) and L?~((J&)). On Fp((dO)) 
let ~Y((J&)), y;((&‘J), and Flt;((dU)) be the restrictions of the product 
topology of r-I”, *- Lp(&“, u), where each Lp(d”, u) bears the norm- 
topology, the topology o(Lp(&‘“, u), Lq(&“, u)), and the weak toplogy 
o(Lp(JD, u), Lq(,5&, u)), respectively. On gp((dO)) let y;((&“)), ,~P!$(J&)), 
and Y:((J$,)) be the finest locally convex topology for which all inclusions 
from Mp(du, u) into aP((&)) are continuous, where the norm-topology on 
Lp(sal,, u), the topology o(L~(J& u), Lq(z& u)), and the weak topology 
o(L~(L&, u), Lq(du, u)), respectively, have been transformed by means of 
Tf: on Mp(du, u) (cf. Kothe [9, Section 19, Part 1, p. 215). If C&u = d for all 
UE V, we put ~~(&‘)=~~((L=&‘~)) and Y:(d)= ypP((&“)), i= 1,2, 3. In 
order to exhibit dualities between FP((d”)) and Jq((_pllv)), we need the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose w, p E c?‘((s&)), u E “Y, A EL&, and r is a real num- 
ber. Then (1 ((dn,w/dv)/(dx,p/du)I(dn,~/dv>O)>r)~ uc-y-)v (l{dn.w,dv-rdn,p,dv>O}, 
UEyh and k4n(dn,u,dv>O}, UE V) are contained in Fm((xZU)). 
ProoJ: For each u E -Ir there is a J. E Y such that w, ~14 II and u, u ~1. 
We have dqpjdu = (dp/dJ.)/(du/dI) 1 fdold~rO~ u-a.e., (d~,w/du)/(d~,p/du) 
l{dn,p,dv>O} = tdw/d~)ltdNd~) 1 {dfi/dAzo) u-a.e., { dn, w/du - r dn,pJdv > 0} = 
{dw/M-rdp/dA>O) [u], and dq,u/du lA=(du/M)/(du/drZ) l(dvldA,O)nAu- 
a.e. From these equations and 1.1, the lemma easily follows. 
Remark 2.5. By 2.4, (ljdx,pldv,OI, UE”Y)~F”O((&~)) for all PE@. 
Using 1.4, we see that each P E B has a g-support iff (1 ~tihr,p,dV,Oj, 
UEY-)EE”(d). 
LEMMA 2.6. (a) For i= 1, 2, 3 the topologies Y$‘((s&)) are Huusdorff: 
(b) The image of Fp((s&)) under the projection from nvsV Lp(&“, u) 
onto Lp(s&, u) contains I,“(&,, u), u E V. 
(c) For i= 1,2, 3 the projective limit Fp((z&)) is in reduced form 
under the topology Sp((s9,)). 
ProoJ (a) Each (f,) E F”((&“)) d e mes a linear functional on Sp((.&)) f 
which is continuous with respect to Y;((&“)): ((f,), gw) = [f,gdw for 
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gELP(z&, w), WE V (cf. Kiithe [9, Section 19, Part 1, (7), p. 217). Because 
of 2.4, these functionals separate the elements of GV((&~)). Hence Y$((z&)) 
is Hausdorff. Since the other topologies are finer, they are also Hausdorff. 
(b) Follows from 2.4; and (c) is an immediate consequence of (b). 
Because of 2.6 we can use well-known results concerning the duality of 
projective and inductive limits. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. (a) (&p((&V)), Y;((&,)))‘=E’~((J&)) for 1 dp < 00; 
and (Sp((S;e,)), Y’5pq(&)))’ = p((dU)) for 1 <p < co and i = 2, 3. 
(b) (f’p(MJL Sf’((4)))’ = gq((4)) for 1 QP < ~0; and (f’p(b4J), 
Ff((d”)))’ = ~q((d~)) for 1 6p < a and i = 2, 3. 
Proof Suppose u E V. The dual space of Lp(sQ, V) under the norm 
topology is Lq(&“, u), 1 <p< cc. If LP(&“, u) is provided with the topology 
o(Lp(&, u), Lq(z?“, u)), then its dual space is Lq(&“, u) for 1 <p < cc (this 
follows from the cr(Lq(dU, u), LP(z&, u))-compactness of the order intervals 
{~EL~(&& u): Ihl Gg}, gELq(z$, u)’ (cf. K&he [9, Section21, Part4, 
(3), p. 261)). These results together with 2.1, 2.6, and Kijthe [9, Section 22, 
Part 6, (4) and (6) p. 290) show that 2.7 holds. 
On E,(Q, &+, 9) Pitcher [20] considered the topology induced by 
G(Q, d, 9). This can be identified with the restriction of the weak topol- 
ogy cr(Fp(&), g”(d)) on EP(d). We shall see that Pitcher’s topology is 
also the restriction of Y!(d). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. o(Fp((do)), tY((du))) = T$‘((&“))for 1 <p G 00. 
ProoJ: We have (Lq(&“, u), o(Lq(J;4,, u), Lp(dV, u)))‘= Lp(&“, u) (see 
the proof of 2.7). Now 2.8 follows from 2.1, 2.6, and Schaefer [22, p. 140, 
4.53. 
Conditional expectations can be used to define a projection from FP(d) 
onto Ep( (4,)): 
PROPOSITION 2.9. An idempotent positive linear mapping ‘P from Fp(d) 
onto Fp((4)) is defined by ul((LI) = (EO(fvl~)), (fU)EFP(zQ where 
E,( . ( J$) denotes the conditional expectation with respect to the probability 
measure (l/u(Q)) u. Y is adjoint to the inclusion from J?~((s&)) into c?~(&). 
ProoJ: Suppose u, w E “Y, u < w, and g E 5?“(s4,, u). We have 
j E,(f, I -pl’) g dv = Jf,gdu = Sf,gdu/dwdw = sf,gdv/dwdw = 
~a~,,~~~,lJ; dv/dw dw = s E,(f, I J&) g du. From these equalities 2.9 
At the end of this section we exhibit some relations to Le Cam’s [IO] 
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L- and M-spaces. The L-space L(d, 9) of the experiment is the smallest 
band in ~a(&‘) which contains .9’. Its dual space L(d, 9) with respect to 
the norm topology is called the M-space of the experiment. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. (a) The closure of 6Y1(d) in ca(d) with respect to 
the norm topology is L(d, 9). 
(b) L(&‘, 9)’ can be identified with {(f,) E F”(d) : ( fU ( < c for some 
c>O and all UEV]. 
Proof. (a) Follows from Peressini [ 18, p. 41, Proposition 4.91 and the 
fact that in ca(d) an increasing net (xi, iE I), xi> 0, with supi /) xi\\ < cc 
converges in the norm topology to its supremum. 
(b) Suppose y E L(d, 9)‘. Then y is continuous on M’(d, u), u E W”, 
with respect to the norm topology. By 2.7, there is a (y,) E F”(d) such 
that (y,gw)=((y,),gw)=jy,.gdw for all WEY and gEL’(d,w). It 
follows from (a) that different elements from L(d, 9) are represented by 
different elements from F”(d). Furthermore 1 y, 1 d I/ y I( for all v E V. 
Conversely, if (f”) E F”(d) and I f,) < c for some c > 0 and all u E “Ye, then 
it defines a norm continuous linear functional on a’(&) which has, by (a), 
a unique continuous extension on L(&, 9). 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let B be the set of all Dirac measures on the power set 
of the nonnegative integers N. Then L(d, 9) = l’, L(&‘, 9)’ = l”, a’(&‘) is 
the set of all signed measures on the power set of N with finite support, and 
P”(d) can be identified with the set of all real-valued mappings on N. 
Le Cam [ lo] considered more abstract experiments. Proposition 2.10 
can be formulated in this general setup (cf. Mussmann [ 161). 
3. COMPLETENESS AND MINIMAL SUFFICIENCY 
Let (@,) be defined as in 1.7. (S$) is an abstract substitute for a minimal 
pairwise sufficient sub-a-algebra. Condition 3.1 (a) may be interpreted as 
p-completeness of (.?&,). In Torgersen [26, Theorem 12(vii)] 2-completeness 
is analogously generalized. 
THEOREM 3.1, Consider the following assertions: 
(a) ZJ(~,)EF”((J&)) and ((f,), P) =0 for all PEP’, then (f,)=O. 
(b) (4) = (go:,). 
(c) The smallest linear subspace of gq(&) which contains 9 is dense 
in Sq((BL,)) with respect to the topology Y’~((@,)). 
Then (a) is equioalenf to (b) and (c) combined. 
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Proofi (a) implies (b). By 1.6, .C& c dU for all u E V. Suppose 
(g,) E Fp((@3). Then (a) and 2.9 imply (g,) = (E(g, I aoN E JW%)). 
(a) implies (c). This follows from 2.7 and the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
(b) and (c) imply (a). If (fv)~FP((&U)) and ((f,), P) = 0 for all 
P E 8, then, by 2.7 and (c), ((f,,), ,u) = 0 for all p E bq( (.c%?“)), and therefore 
(f”) = 0. 
Becayse of 2.7, in 3.1(c) we could have used the topology ~Z((J&)); 
yp;I((&“)) is only suitable for q < 03. Proposition 2 of Siebert [25] which is 
formulated in the setup of L- and M-spaces is related to 3.1. However, it 
can not be used to obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the assumptions of 1.9 or 1.11 the smallest 
linear subspace of B”(d) which contains 9 is dense in c?“((&$)) with 
respect to the topoIogy 9’2((9$,)), and the sub-o-algebra 9’ c & is complete 
with respect to 9. 
ProoJ: Because of 1.9 and 1.11, respectively, we have Y = BU [u]. 
Therefore the completeness of Y follows if assertion 3.1(a) holds for p = 1 
and &“=?.&. 
Thus it remains to prove assertion 3.1(c) for q= co. In order to 
obtain this, it suffices to show for each fixed u E V that the 
o(L”(aO, v), L’(gu, u))-closure of a linear subspace of L”(@,, v) generated 
by a certain class of bounded densities of the type dm/dv, where m belongs 
to the linear subspace generated by 9, coincides with L”(SY”, u). 
Let Y, denote the set of all functions on 52 defined by I-&‘, i C:= 1 lH,(xj), 
k> 1, where H,, . . . . Hk E X are pairwise disjoint in the situation of 1.11 
and Hi n Hj = Qr or Hi = Hj for all 1~ i, j < k in the situation of 1.9, 
respectively. By 1.8, these functions are densities of the type above. Y, is 
closed with respect to multiplication. Let Y,^ denote the o(L”(%?“, u), 
L’(g”, u))-closure of the linear subspace generated by Y,,. Then Y; is 
closed with respect to uniform convergence and suprema of bounded 
isotone sequences. Hence, by Dellacherie and Meyer [ 1, Theoem 1.211, 
Y,^ contains all bounded functions which are,measurable with respect to 
the sub-a-algebra generated by Y,. The proof of 1.9 and 1.11, respectively, 
shows that this sub-o-algebra contains Y and Y = BL, [u]. 
4. PITCHER'S CONCEPT OF COMPACTNESS 
In this section we shall omit (&‘) in expressions like Fp(&). For 
1 <p< 00 let BP denote the set of all (f+N(u), UE V)E Ep with 
II f Ilp.Q ,< 1 for all Q E 9 (see 2.2). Obviously, the following definition of 
compactness is equivalent to Pitcher’s [20, p. 5981. 
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DEFINITION 4.1, The experiment (Sz, ~4~9’) is called compact, if BP is 
compact in a(P, 8q) for some 1 <p < 03. 
The next theorem gives purely order theoretical and further topological 
characterizations of compact experiments. We need two lemmas. Clearly, 
r-I VE V Lp(&“, U) is an order-complete Riesz space if (z&) is a compatible 
family of sub-o-algebras. Since the mappings @f, are order-continuous 
Riesz homomorphisms and 1, + M(u) is a weak order unit in Lp(dD, u), 
the following assertion holds. 
LEMMA 4.2. FP((&*,,)) is an order-closed Riesz subspace of 
r-I VE y Lp(do, u). e, = (1, + N(u), 21 E Y) is a weak order unit in Fp((du)). 
Remark 4.3. Fp((&“)) is the smallest order-closed Riesz subspace of Fp 
which contains ( 1 A ,, ( dn,u/dv, oj, UE-Y-) for all UEV and AEJ&. This is 
implied by 2.4 and the following fact: If (f,)~ P((dO)) and 
0 < (f") 6 el, then fu 1 (dn,u,dw SO) =fw 1 (dnwu/dnt~O) w-a-e. for all u, w E vy 
and (fv)=SUPuEv(ful (drr,u/dv,O}?VE~)~ 
LEMMA 4.4. (a) Zf (xi, i E Z) is a decreasing net from FP( (A$)) +, then it 
converges to infixi with respect to F;((s&)) for 1 <p< CO; and for p= CO 
it converges to inf, xi with respect to F;( (Jll’)). 
(b) Zf 1 <p< CO and (xi, iEZ) is an increasing net in Fp((du)) which 
is Y$( (&))-bounded, then supi xi E Fp( (do)) exists. 
(c) ~i’(b’J) and gq((4J) are locally solid for 1 G p < 00. 
Proof. The assertion holds if Fp((&“)), Y$((&“)), and Y;((&“)) are 
replaced by Lp(sB,, u), the norm topology on Lp(&, u), and o(Lp(~&, u), 
Lq(&“, u)), respectively, where v E Y. Because of 4.2, the rest of the proof 
is obvious. 
THEOREM 4.5. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) B” is order-closed in F”. 
(b) BP is 5(Fp, dq)-compact for some (all) 1 <p < og. 
(c) Bb is F$-closed for some (all) 1 <p < co. 
(d) BP is F y-closed for some (all) 1. < p < co. 
(e) (a, zI, 9) is compact. 
ProojI We only need to prove the equivalence of (a) to (d). First, we 
consider (b), (c), and (d). Suppose (f+N(u))eBP, u=P, + ... +P,, 
Pie9 for 1 <i< k. We get 11 f I(p,u d k for 1 <p < 00 and II f lla,u< 1. We 
conclude that there is a mapping T from Y to the nonnegative real 
numbers such that BP c n,, ye T(u) BP(u), where BP(u) is the unit ball of 
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JfJP(d, 0). I-I”, *- T(U) BP(u) is Y;-compact for 1 <p < CO. Hence BP is 
a(FJ’, @)-compact iff it is a(FP, bq)-closed (see 2.8), 1 <pd co. BP is a 
convex subset of Fp. By 2.7, BP is a(FP, &q)-closed iff it is Fz-closed, 
1 <p $ co. Furthermore, by 2.7, BP is a(FP, 6q)-closed iff it is .Yf-closed, 
1 <p < co. Therefore, (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent if one of these asser- 
tions is equivalent to (a). 
(c) implies (a). Suppose (Xi, i E I) is a decreasing net in B”. By 4.2, 
inf, xi E Fp exists. Since -e, 6 xi for all i E Z, (xi, i E I) converges in 5: to 
infi xi (see 4.4 (a)). Hence inf, X~E B”. It is not necessary to consider 
increasing nets because B” = -B”. 
(a) implies (c). Let (xi, ill) be a net in BP which converges with 
respect to Sz to x E FP (X = (x0, u E 9’) and xi = (xiv, u E Y)). By 4.4(c), 
Y; is locally solid. Hence ((xi v -nel) A ne,, ie I) converges with respect 
to S$ to (x v -nel) A ne, for each nonnegative integer n. If the latter 
elements are in BP, then x is in BP. 
Obviously, it remains to show that xc BP if j xi j ,< e, for all ic Z. Note 
that {ZEBU: Iy(<e,)=B”. Since l,~Y~(o) (xi”, iEZ) converges in 
L’(v)-norm to x,. Hence there is a sequence (i,) with lim, sup xi+ = x,; (i,) 
depends on v. If u E Y and u G v, then we also have lim,sup ximu = x,. 
Because of (a), lim,sup x,” E B”. We conclude that the set S(o) = 
(yeBm :yu=xU for all u~V with U<U} is not empty for all o~llr. Put 
y(u)=inf S(u). Then yes and J(u)<Y(w)<~, for all WET with 
vdw. We have supvE,* y(v)=x and supOEYy(u)~BoC. 
The next theorem shows that an experiment is compact if Fp is not too 
much bigger than Ep. In Torgersen’s [26] notation the condition in 4.6 
says: Each finitely coherent family (f,, Q E 9) E Mp with supQEB life j/p,e 
< co is coherent. It holds for experiments which are ,X&rite in the sense 
of Le Cam [ll, p. 131, see also Torgersen [26, p. 1401. Diepenbrock [2] 
proved that an experiment is compact if and only if there is a localizable 
measure p on d such that each P E 9 has a density with respect to p (weak 
domination). This concept is more general then z-;-finiteness; see also 
Luschgy and Mussmann [13], where z-‘-finite experiments are called 
decomposable. 
THEOREM 4.6. (9, d, 9) is compact iff EP= {(f,) E Fp: supoE9 (( fo (Ip, o 
<co} for some (all) 1 <p< co. 
ProoJ The “if” part. We have B”={xEEJ’:Jx(Q~,}={x~F~: 
I xl de,}. The last set is an order-closed subset of F”. Hence 4.5(a) holds. 
The “only if” part. We shall use 4.5(a). First suppose x G Fp and ( x ( < e, . 
For each VEY we define S(u)= {JJEB~: [ yI <e,, yU=xU for all UEY 
with u<u). We have x, =f+,M(u) for somefe9a(v) with 1 f) < 1 and 
683/34/2-Z 
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(f+ M(v))E S(v). Put y(u)=inf S(u). We obtain yes and y(w)< 
y(u) if WE V and w< u. Hence ~up,.~y(u)~B~ and x= s~p,~,y(u). 
We conclude that (x v - nei ) A nei E EP for all x E FP and nonnegative 
integer n. The rest of the proof is obvious. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose (Q &, 9’) is compact. Then every PE S has a 
.&support. Let (x&) be a compatible family of sub-u-algebras and let X be 
defined as in 1.4. Then X is a sufficient sub-o-algebra and (a, X, 9 1 X) is 
also compact. 
Proof By 4.6 and 2.5, every P E B has a Y-support. Let f be a bounded 
d-measurable function. Then, by 2.9, (E,(f 1~4”)) E F”((&“)). Because of 
4.6, compactness implies the existence of an d-measurable g with 
E,( f ( G$) = g u-a.e. for all u E Y. Especially, gl Tv is &“-measurable for all 
u E V. Hence g is X-measurable. Since X generates (do), we have 
g=E,(fldJ=E,(fIW u-a.e. for all u E Y. Therefore, X is sufficient. 
If (f,) E F”(X), then there is an &-measurable h with f, = h u-a.e. for all 
u E Y, Thus hl Tv is r;l’-measurable for all u E Y. This implies that h is X- 
measurable. We can use 4.6 for (52, X, 9 1 X) to show that this experiment 
is compact. 
4.5(a), 4.7, and the discussion before 1.4 can be used to prove Diepen- 
brock’s [2] result that for each compact experiment there is a localizable 
measure p such that each P E B has a density with respect to /J. 
From 4.7 and 1.7 it follows that compact experiments “admit minimal 
sufficient sub-a-algebras (see also Hasegawa and Perlman [7]). The next 
theorem indicates how much we have enlarged Pitcher’s space E,(sZ, d, 9) 
by introducing the space Fp. We need a lemma which can be proved as the 
theorem on monotone classes in Halmos [6, p. 27, Theorem B]. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose E is an order-complete Riesz space and R a Riesz 
subspace thereof Then the smallest order-closed subset of E which contains 
R is a Riesz subspace. 
THEOREM 4.9. The smallest order-closed subset of Fp which contains EP 
is Fp itself (1 Qp< oo). 
Proof. Let m(EP) denote the smallest order-closed subset of FP which 
contains EP. By 4.8, m(EP) is a Riesz subspace of Fp. Since e, E EP (see 4.2), 
it suffices to show that each x E Fp with (xl < ei belongs to m(EP): For 
each UIZV we define S(u)=(y~m(E~): (yj<ei,y,=x, for all UIZV 
with u< u}. We have x, =f+ N(u) for some .fo dRp(u) with 1 f 1 < 1, 
and (f+ N(u)) E S(u). Put y(v) = inf S(u). We obtain y(u) E S(u) 
and y(w)<y(u) if UEV and w<u. Hence supvev yam and x= 
SUP”,V Y(U). 
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5. CI-IARACTERIZATIONSOF SUBSPACES AND SUFFICIENCY 
First we shall characterize the subspace ~?p((&~)) c Jp(&), where (do) is 
a compatible family of sub-a-algebras. This result is related to 1.6. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 9’~ 9 c bp(d). For each VE Y let &” be the 
smallest sub-o-algebra of d which contains N(v) and for which dn,Qldv is 
measurable for all Q E 2. Then gp((dV)) is the smallest countably order- 
closed Riesz subspace of ~8’~(~4) which contains 9. 
Proof By 1.6, (&$) is compatible. For each v E Y and Q E 3 the element 
71, Q = sup, (Q A nv) belongs to the smallest countably order-closed Riesz 
subspace which contains 2 Let 9” consist of all sets {dn,u/dv > r}, where 
r30, p=Q,+ ... + Qk, Qi~ 22, 1 < i< k. Since Lp(.&$, v) is the smallest 
countably order-closed Riesz subspace of Lp(d, v) which contains the 
v-equivalence classes of 1, for all GE 9” (cf. Neveu [17, Proof of 
Proposition Cl-l]), MP(_PLV, v) is the smallest countably order-closed Riesz 
subspace of Mp(&, v) which contains all measures lGv, GE 4. Further- 
more, 1,v belongs to the smallest countably order-closed Riesz subspace 
which contains 9. We see that Sp((&“)) is a Riesz subspace because, for all 
vl, v2 E V”, there is a w E V with Mp(&“,, vi) t MP(.& w), i = 1,2. 
It remains to prove that c??~((A$)) is countably order-closed. 
Suppose v,, w E VP g, E Lp(dn, VA g E Lp(d, WI, g, v, <g, + 1 v, + 19 and 
supn g,v, = gw. We have to show that g E LP(dw, w). For each nonnegative 
integer n there is a u E V with w, v, < u. We have dg,v,/dw = 
(dvn/duY(Wdu) g, 1 {dwjduzo) w-a.e. The. right-hand side is dU-measurable. 
Thus dg,v,/dw is dw-measurable and g = sup,, (dg,v,Jdw) w-a.e. 
Now we shall characterize the subspace Fp(&“) c Fp(&). These results 
are related to criteria for pairwise sufficiency (see 5.3 and 5.6). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let SC Fp(&) be a countably order-closed Riesz sub- 
space. For each u E Y put dU = (A E d : 1 A = f, a.e. u for some (f,) E S with 
0 ,< (f,) < e, }. Suppose { dP/dv - rdQ/dv > 0} E JII” for all v E “Ir, r > 0, and 
P, Q E 9 with P, Q < v. Then (&) is a compatible family of sub-o-algebras 
and S c Fp((&“)); equality holds tf S is order-closed. 
Proof: First we show that &” is a u-algebra for each VE Y. 
Suppose v = PI + -1. +P;c, Pi~B, l<i,<k. Define Ti=(dPt/dv>O}= 
u,, { dP,/dv - (l/n) dP,/dv > O}. We get Ti E J& and 1, = supi 1 +-a.e. 
Hence IR E SQ and S2\A E &” for each A E z&. Obviously, &” is closed with 
respect to countable unions. 
Next we see that for each (f,) E S and u E V there is an &, - measurable 
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g with f, = g u-a.e. (see also Neveu [ 17, Proof of Proposition I-l-l]). 
Hence S c Fp((&“)) if (z&) is compatible. 
In order to prove compatibility, it is enough to show that dP/du is 
dU-measurable for all P E 9 and u E Y with P < u. Suppose Pi, u, and Ti 
have the same meaning as in the first part of the proof. Put 
Ri= T,\(T, v ... u Tie,). We have R,E&“. If we define A=Ci P,(.n Ri), 
then dP/du = (dP/dA)/(Ci dPJdL) u-a.e. It remains to prove that dQ/dA is 
&“-measurable for each Q E B with Q < V. Now dQ/dA = xi dQ/dl l,, = 
xi dl.,Q/dPi implies 
{ dQ/dl. > r} = u Ri n { dQ/dJ - rdPJd1 > 0} 
=U R,n (dQ/du-rdPJdu>O} [u]. 
Now suppose that S is even order-closed. By 4.3, the equality S = Fp(zz$) 
fdows if ( 1 A n (dXyU/dD > 0) > UE”Y)ES for each UE”Y and AEJB,. Let UEY’” 
and A E SQ, be fixed. For each w E Y with u < w there is a (g,,, u E Y) E S 
with 0 f (g,,, uEV)<el and g,,= lanidu,d,,,,o~ w-a.e. If u, WEY, U<W, 
and u < W, we get g,, = 1, n (du/dw,O} = 1A n {dnou~dv,O) u-a.e. If 0, w E v and 
u < w, then for each A E v with 0, w < A, we obtain g,, 1, n {&,jdA,o) = 
&wlAn(du,dbO}= lAn{du,dLrO} A-a.e. and g 1 -1 WV An{du/dL>O] - An{du/dA>O) 
u-a.e. This implies gwvlAn(dn,u~&,O) = lAn(&,~dvzO) a-a.e. for all 0, WET 
with w > u. 
We conclude that g,,,” >, 1 An (dz,U~dv,oJ u-a.e. for all u, w E Y with 
wau and that for each uE++ there is a wEV” with w)/u, w>u, andg,,= 
1 A n i dnOU~dv, o i u-a.e. Hence for all u E Y” and A E J& we have 
(1 An {drr,u/dv>O}, u~V)=inf((g,,, uEY): wE^Irandwau). 
Remark 5.3. Suppose a c d is a sub-a-algebra. Let S be the set of all 
(f”) E Fp(&) for which there is a W-measurable g with f, = g u-a.e. for all 
u E “Y‘, that is, (f,, Q E 9) is coherent in the sense of Torgersen [26]. If dV 
is defined as in 5.2 for each u E Y, then (JZ&) is generated by W in the sense 
of 1.2. In view of 1.3, 5.2 is a criterion for pairwise sufficiency of 9 (essen- 
tially Neyman’s criterion). if (0, d, 9’) is compact and @ = X, where X 
is given as in 4.7, then S = Fp((dO)), since (a, X, B 1 X) is compact. If d 
is the power set of the real line, W is generated by the one-point sets, and 
9 is the set of all Dirac measures, then S # Fp( (.G&)) = Fp(d). 
We shall need: 
LEMMA 5.4. Let pL1,p2, and u be finite measures on sd with pi& U, 
i = 1,2, and let f be d-measurable with 0 G f G 1. Suppose r 2 0, and define 
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A= (du,/du-rdu,/du>O) and v=ul--rp2. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent : 
(a) f = 1, I vi-a.e. 
(b) Jfdv+=(lv+(l andJfdv-=O. 
(cl Jf dv> J l,dv. 
(4 Jfdva II v+ II. 
Proof Clearly, (a) implies (b), (c), and (d). (c) and (d) are equivalent, 
since IIv+/i=Jl,dv. 
(b) implies (a). From (b) we get f= 1, v+-a.e. and f=O, V--a.e. 
Hence f 1 {dv/duz 0) = 1 {dv/du, 0) ) u-a& and f 1 {dv/du < 0) = 0, u-a& 
(d) implies (b). We use 
j,dv+ -sfdv- =jfdv> (Iv+ 11 >Jfdv+. 
In the next theorem we shall give several conditions which imply that the 
premise of 5.2 holds. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let SC Fp(d) be a countably order-closed Riesz sub- 
space. Suppose dU is defined as in 5.2 for each v E Y. Then each of the 
following conditions implies the premise of 5.2. 
(a) For all P,QE$‘, r>O, and v=P+Q there is an A~,pl: with 
{dP/dv-rdQ/dv>Of=A[IP-rQ]]. 
(b) For all P, Q E 8, r > 0, and v = P + Q there is an &D-measurable 
test f with Jfd(P-rQ)+ = ll(P-rQ)‘)) and Jfd(P-rQ)- =O. 
(c) For all P, Q E 9, r > 0, and v = P + Q there is an dO-measurable 
test f with J&W - rQ) 2 J 1 {dpldu - rdQ/du > 01 W’ - rQ). 
(d) For all P, Q E 9, r > 0, and v = P + Q there is an &U-measurable 
test f with Jfd(P - rQ) 3 11 (P - rQ) + I(. 
(e) For all P, Q E 8, B E d, and v = P + Q there is an &“-measurable 
testf with Jl,dP<JfdPand JIBdQaJfdQ. 
(f) For all P, QEY, r>O, BE&, and v=P+Q there is an &- 
measurable test f with 
J’fdP+rI(l-f)dQaJl,dP+rf(l-1,)dQ. 
(g) For all P, Q E 8, r > 0, and v = P + Q there is a sequence (f”) of 
&-measurable functions with ) f, I < 1 and 
)I P - rQ )I = li” j f, d(P - rQ). 
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Proof. By 5.4, (a) to (d) are equivalent. Obviously, (c) follows from (e) 
and also from (f). Using an analogous argument as in the proof of the 
Hahn decomposition of a signed measure (cf. Yosida [27 p. 37]), one 
proves that (g) implies (b). 
Therefore 5.5 holds if we show that (a) implies the premise of 5.2. 
Suppose P,QEY, r>,O, and w=P,+ . . . +Pk, where Pi~9 for l<i<k 
and P, Q < w. For ui= Pi+ P, 1 <i< k, and each positive integer n 
there is a (fin”, UE V) E S with 0 < (f-,,, UE V) < ei and j-i,,,i = 
l(dP/du,-((r+(l/n))dP,/duirO} IP-tr+tlh)) pil -a.e. 
Thus h.,~ {dP/dw-((r+ (l/n))dPj/d w>O} - {dP/dw-((r+(l/n))dPi/dw>O} w-a.e. 1 and 
sinu, 1 { dP/dw - (I + (I/n)) dP,/dw < 0) = 0 w-a.e. Because of U, {dP/dw - rdP,/dw > 
(l/n) dPJdw) = {dP/dw - rdP,/dw > 0) and n, {dP/dw - rdP,/dw < 
(l/n) dP,/dw 1 n {dPJdw > 0) = {dP/dw - rdPJdw < 0} n (dPJdw > 0}, 
we conclude lim sup, j& 1 {dP/dw - rdP,/dw , 0) = 1 {dP/dw - rdP,/dw , 0) w-a.e. and 
.finu, 1 (dP/dw - rdPj/dw G 0) n { dP,/dw ,O} = o w-a.e. 
Put(zi,,u~^Y)=limsup,(f,,,,u~“Ir)and(z,,u~”Y)=infi(z,,u~~).If 
r=o% then z,,l{dPldwzO)=l(dP/dw>O) w-a.e. and ZisljdP,dw=O)n(dP,,dw>O}= 
0 w-a.e.; in these equations ui can be replaced by w. Thus we obtain 
z~l{dP~d~~O}=l(dP,d~~O) w-a.e. and zxml (dP/dw=O)n{dP,/dw~O)=O w-a.e. for 
1 < i < k. Hence z, = 1 {dp~&,o) w-a.e. 
If r > 0, k = 2, P, = Q, and P2 = P, then U1 = W, zlu, 1 {dp,d,,, - ,,jo,,j,,, >o) = 
1 {dP/dul - rdQ/du, z 0) wee., and z IUI 1 {dP/du, - rdQ/dul c 0) n (dQ/du, > 0) - - 0 u,-a.e. 
Furthermore, 1 {dP/dul -rdQldu] <O} n {dP/dul >O} r\ {dQ/dul =O) = Oy ul-a.e. Hence 
Zl”, = 1 {dP/duj --rdQ/du] ,O)? vase. 
If r>O, P,QE~, and UE”Y, then there is a WEY with P,Q,u<w. 
Using the equality, 
1 {d%P/dv - rdn,Q/dvzO) = 1 {dP/du-rdQ/du,O} 1 (dP/dw>O) ” (dQ/dw SO) u-a.evy 
where u = P + Q, the rest of the proof easily follows. 
Remark 5.6. Some of the conditions of 5.5 and criteria for pairwise suf- 
ficiency correspond in an obvious way to each other: (a) and Neyman’s 
criterion; (e) and Pfanzagl’s [19] criterion; (f) and Morse and Sacksteder’s 
[ 15, Theorem 21, (g) and Le Cam’s [ 10, Proposition 111. 
We give a further characterization of subspaces Fp( (do)) c f+“(d) by 
means of positive idempotent linear mappings which are related to condi- 
tional expectations. 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose SC Fp(d). Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) There is a compatible family of sub-a-algebras (&“) with 
S= Fp((&“)). 
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(b) There is a positive idempotent linear mapping !P from Fp(d) to 
itserf such that S= (x E Fp(&) : Y(x) = x>, Y(e,) = e,, and (Y(x), P) = 
(x, P) for all PEG and xEFP(&). 
Proof: By 2.9, (a) implies (b). 
tb) implies (a). BY 2.4, ~f~d~,p,du-~dx,p,dvzo~, v E Y) is in F”W) 
for all P, Q ~9 and real number r. We conclude that there is a (j”,) E S 
wjth 0 < (f,) < el and jfwJ(P- rQ) = j 1 ~dp~dw--rdpldM~,Ol dtp- rQ), where 
w = P + Q. Hence 5.5(c) holds. Because of 5.5 and 5.2 it is enough to prove 
that S is an order-closed Riesz subspace. 
If YES, then Y(y’)>, Y(y)=y. Hence Y(y’)>,y’. If (y,, iEZ) is an 
increasing net from S with supi yip FP(&), then Y(sup, yi) 3 Y( yj) = 
yj,j~ I. Thus Y(sup,yJ > supiyi. 
It remains to show that for each y E Fp(d) the inequality Y(y) > y 
implies Y(y) = y. Suppose (g,) = Y(y) - y > 0. Then (g,) defines an order- 
continuous linear functional on a4(&‘) (if (pji, j E J) is a decreasing net from 
@(J&‘) with infj pj = 0, we can without loss of generality assume that there 
is a u E -Y such that ,uj E Mq(d, u) for all Jo J). Because of Peressini [ 18, 
p. 41, Proposition 4.91 we conclude that ((g,), /J) = 0 for all p E &F(d) +. 
Hence (g,)= Y(y)-y=O. 
COROLLARY 5.8. if 5.7(b) holds, then there is a compatible family of sub- 
a-algebras (Jll’,) such that S= FP((&“)) and Y((f,)) = (E,(f”) Jll’,)) for ull 
(f”) E 6% 
Proof. By 5.7, we have S = Fp( (J&)) for some compatible family (zz$) of 
sub-a-algebras. Suppose w E “Y-, (f,) E S, 0 < (f,) < e, , (g,) = Y( (f,)), and 
Be&z. Put ho= Ln(dn,w,dvzo) for all u E V. By 2.4, (h,) E F”((&“)). There- 
fore (f,h,) E FP((d”)). Put (k,) = Y((f,h,)). We obtain the inequalities 
O=S Y((f3,)) < Y(h)) = @A and 0 < Ytv((fvU - hd)) < YW -h)) = 
(1 - h,). Hence k, = g, l,w-a.e. (cf. also Neveu [ 17, Proof of Proposi- 
tion I-2- 141). 
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